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Autohellas First Semester Financial Data 2019 
14% Turnover increase and significant increase in profitability 

 
During the first semester of 2019, AUTOHELLAS Group's financial figures continued to grow, with the 
Group's turnover reaching €259m., against €227m. in the corresponding period of 2018, recording a 13.9% 
increase and the Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA) reached €68.5m., 
recording a 12.7% increase despite the fact that the first semester of each year remains seasonally weaker 
in terms of activity level. 
 
Earnings Before Tax (EBT) also increased, which resulted in profits of €21m. against profits of €19m., a 
growth of 10.6%, while Earnings After Tax (EAT) reached € 18m, increased by 30% compared to profits of 
€13.8m in the first semester of 2018. 
 
The Group's Equity as of 30/06/2019, after dividend payments of € 18m. for the fiscal year of 2018, 
reached €250m. compared to the €227m. of the corresponding period in 2018. It is also worth noting that 
in the first semester of 2019 €106m were invested in new car purchases, with the Group's total fleet being 
increased by 2,400 vehicles compared to 30/6/2018, reaching 46,700 cars. 
 
Car Hire, in Greece and abroad, increased by 6.2%. In particular, long-term leases, in the context of the 
gradual recovery of the Greek and international markets, showed a high growth rate. Short-term leases 
recorded a slowdown, affected by the marginal increase of international arrivals in Greece. The used car 
sales, as ancillary to the car hire activity, increased by 19.6% compared to the same period of last year. 
 
At the same time, auto trade and after sales activity, contributed a total of € 147m. in the Group's 
turnover, along with the market’s recovery,  while the respective contribution for same period of last year 
was € 124m. and contributed significantly to the weak, due to seasonality, first semester’s outcome. 
 
CONSOLIDATED RESULTS HIGHLIGHTS:  

 

 

 

 H1 2019 H1 2018 % LY 
Car Rental 87,641 82,525 6.2% 

Used Car Sales 24,606 20,571 19.6% 

Car Trading & Services 146,581 124,186 18.0% 

Total Revenue 258,828 227,282 13.9% 

EBITDA 68,470 60,751 12.7% 

EBIT 24,960 23,962 4.2% 

Earnings Before Tax (EBT) 21,115 19,089 10.6% 

Earnings After Tax (EAT) 18,028 13,873 30.0% 



 
 
Autohellas Managing Director Mr. Eftichios Vassilakis stated: "The operation of the 3 pillars of operations 

and profitability has now matured. Short-Term Rentals, Long-Term Leases and Auto Trade, complement 

each other in the structure of sales, as well as in the stability of our profitability, as they follow different 

time cycles. We continue to strive for product development, maximizing synergies and reducing financial 

costs, in order to continue our growth course in an environment of gradual economic recovery and 

increased competition". 

It is worth noting that the full incorporation of ELTREKKA SA. in the Group, affected its turnover in the first 

semester only by €2m., given the fact that the transaction ended on 31 May 2019. 

In conclusion, the implementation of the new IFRS 16 accounting standard, affected by €13m. the Assets 

and the Liabilities of the Group and, by €80k. the result of the period. 

 


